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INTRODUCTION
Someof the most important, rapid, and enigmatic changes in our Earth’s
environment and biota occurred during the Neoproterozoic Era (1000540 million years ago; Ma). Paramountamongthese changes are the rapid
evolution of eukaryotes and appearance of metazoa (Knoll 1992, Conway
Morris 1993), major episodes of continental glaciation that may have
extended to low latitudes (Hambrey & Harland 1985), marked increases
in the oxygen concentration of the atmosphere and hydrosphere (Derry et
al 1992), the reappearance of sedimentary banded iron formations (BIF;
James 1983), and striking temporal variations in the isotopic composition
of C and Sr (Asmeromet al 1991, Derry et al 1992). Understanding the
causes of and relationships between these changes is a challenging focus
of interdisciplinary research, and there are compellingindications that the
most important causes were tectonic (Des Marais et al 1992, Veevers 1990).
For example, development of ocean basins may have been accompanied
by the development of seafloor hydrothermal systems, which lowered the
87Sr/S6Sr of seawater, led to the development of BIF, and formed anoxic
basins where organic carbon could be buried, thus leading to an increase
in O~. Continental collision and formation of a supercontinent may have
led to continental glaciation and an increase in the 87Sr/86Sr of seawater,
319
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and could also have formed sites (high sedimentation rate submarine fans)
where organic carbon was buried. Understanding the style and sequence
of Neoproterozoictectonic events is fundamentalif wc are to establish the
cause-and-effect relationship between tectonics and Neoproterozoic global
change.
The Neoproterozoic Era encompasses a protracted orogenic cycle
referred to here as the "Pan-African" orogenic cycle. Kennedy (1964)
coined the term "Pan-African Thermo-Tectonic Episode" to characterize
the structural differentiation of Africa into cratons and mobilebelts during
the latest Precambrian and earliest Paleozoic, but the Pan-African has
been redefined (Kr6ner 1984) as involving a protracted orogenic cycle
from 950 to 450 Ma. This tectonism was not limited to Africa--diastrophic
events of similar age and style are commonthroughout Gondwanaland
(Figure 1) and in manyparts of Laurasia. The time span of 500 million
years is muchlonger than any Phanerozoic orogeny, so reference to a PanAfrican "orogenic cycle" must suffice until the timing and regional extent
of discrete tectonic events is better constrained.
Not only will questions about the evolving Neoproterozoic environment
be answered when we better understand Pan-African tectonics, but the
Pan-African orogenic cycle is interesting in its ownright. The nature of
the episode supports arguments that modern plate tectonic systems had
begun by about 1000 Ma (Davies 1992). In contrast to crust produced
between 1.0 and 1.8 Ga, Pan-African juvenile (i.e. mantle-derived) crust
preserves most of the hallmarks of modernplate tectonic regimes, including
abundant ophiolites, calc-alkaline batholiths and volcanic sequences, and
immatureelastic sediments. Horizontal tectonic displacements arc proved
by ophiolitic nappes which traveled at least several tens and perhaps a few
hundreds of kilometers. In many instances, Pan-African metamorphism
resulted in granulite formation, suggesting crustal overthickening due to
continent-continent collision (Burke & Dewey1972).
McWilliams (1981) argued that Gondwanaland was assembled during
the Neoproterozoic from two fragments--East
and West Gondwanaland--along the Pan-African MozambiqueBelt of East Africa (Figure 1).
This suggestion is supported by the lithologic associations characteristic
of the MozambiqueBelt and its extension to the north, the ArabianNubian Shield (ANS). Following the arguments of Berhe (1990)
ophiolite-decorated meridional sutures can be traced in E. Africa, I accept
these entities as along-strike correlatives, and refer to the larger structure
as the East African Orogen (EAO;Figure 2). The ophiolites, granulites,
and structures of the EAOare fossil fragments of a Neoproterozoic Wilson
cycle, representing the opening and closing of an ocean basin that lay
between the older crustal blocks of East and West Gondwanaland. The
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Figure 1 Mapof a part of Gondwanaland,showing the position of the continents and
smaller continental fragmentsin the early Mesozoic(De Witet al 1988). This is the surviving
nucleus of the supercontinentof GreaterGondwanaland
which at the end o f the Precambriaa
was about 25%larger in area, mostly on the Australian, Indian, Arabian, and NEAfrican
margins. Stipplcd area shows the region affected by the 950-450 Ma Pan-African event.
SF = SaG Francisco

length andbreadthof the EAOare similar to those of morerecent orogenic
belts, such as the NorthAmericacordillera (Oldowet al 1989) and of the
mountainbelt that stretches fromwestern Europeto eastern Asia--which
~eng6r(1987) calls the "Tethysidesorogenic collage" (Figure 3). The
spaninvolved in all these orogensis similar--several hundredsof millions
of years. Other Wilson cycles of similar or younger age affected West
Gondwanaland,
but the abundanceof ophiolites and juvenile arc assemblages indicates that the EAOformedduring a protracted period of juvenile crust formationin intra-oceanic arcs culminatingin continental collision.
The Neoproterozoic assembly of Gondwanaland was more
complicated than simply bringing two halves together, and West Gondwanalandin particular was assembledfromseveral pieces (see Figure 2 of
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Figure 2 Tectonic map of the East African Orogen. Continental fragments are shown as
configured at the end of the Precambrian.
Small letters (a 1) are places where pre-Pan African crustal components can be documented: a = Oweinat (2.5 Ga basement; Klerkx & Deutsch 1977); b = Nakhil (1.6
xenocrystic zircons in 580 Magranite; Sultan et al 1990); c = Afif terrane (1.6-I .8 Ga crust;
Stacey & Hedge 1984, Stoeser et al 1991); d = E. Desert of Egypt (1.12.3 Ga cobbles
Atud conglomerate, Dixon 1981; 1.5-2.7 Ga detrital zircons in wackes, Wust et al 1987);
e = WadiHalfa (1.22.5 Ga basement; Stern et al 1993); f = Sabaloka (1.0-2.6 Ga detrital
zircons in metasedimentary granulites; Kr6ner et al 1987); g = Eastern Yemen(<3.0
TDMNd model ages; Stoeser et al 1991, Whitehouse et al 1993); h = W. Egypt and Sudan
(1.5-2.7 Ga ToMNd model ages, Harmset al 1990; 1.9 2.6 Ga zircon ages, Sultan et al
1992b); i = central Sudan (1.5 Ga TDMNd model age; Harris et al 1984); j = S. Somalia
(1.8-2.5 Ga inherited zircons in 540 Magranites; Ki.ister et al 1990); k = Uganda(2.6-2.9
Ga basement; Leggo 1974); 1= N. Somalia (1.8 Ga xenocrystic zircons in 715-820
granites; Kr6ner et al 1989).
Numbers 1-11 denote Neoproterozoic granulites:
1 = Sabaloka (710 Ma zircon age;
Kr6ner et al 1987); 2 = Jebel Moya (740 Ma zircon age; Stern & Dawoud 1991);
3 = Bergudda Complex (545 Ma zircon age; Ayalew & Gichile 1990); 4 = Pare Mountains
(645+ 10 Ma IJ-Pb zircon age; Muhongo& Lenoir 1993) and WamiRiver (715 Ma zircon
age; Maboko et al 1985); 5= Uluguru (695+4 Ma U-Pb zircon age, Muhongo& Lenoir
1993; 630 Ma hornblende Ar closure age, Mabokoet al 1989); 6 - Furua (650 Mazircon age,
Coolen et al 1982; 615-665 hornblende Ar closure age, Andriessen et al 1985); 7 = Songea;
8 - Malawi and Mozambique(800-1100 Ma Rb-Sr whole rock; Andreoli 1991); 9 = Madagascar (860 Ma; Cahen et al 1984); 10 = Sri Lanka (520-550 Ma; Burton & O’Nions 1990,
Kr6ner 1991); 11 = $. India (Choudharyet al 1992).
Capital letters refer to ophiolitcs and/or sutures: G - Gerf ophiolite; AH= Allaqi-Heiani
suture; SH = Sol Hamcdsuture; BU - Bir Umqsuture; A - Adola ophiolite; M = Moyale
ophiolitc; B = Baragoi ophiolite.
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Dalziel 1992), but the timingand sequenceof events preservedin the EAO
are representative of the consolidation of Gondwanaland.
ThePan-Africanorogeniccycle figures prominentlyin recent hypotheses
regarding the breakupand collisional rearrangementof a Neoproterozoic
supercontinent(Moores1991, Hoffman1991, Dalziel 1991). Specifically,
East and West Gondwanaland
must have collided after supercontinent
breakup, (Storey 1993). so the evolution of the EAO
provides important
constraints on these hypotheses.
Thepurposeof this paper is to reviewthe sequenceof tectonic events
responsible for forming the EAOand thereby to demonstratewhenGondwanaland was born. Our knowledgeof the EAOlags behind most other
orogensof similar size and importance,andthis is partly due to the fact
that the orogencuts across manydevelopingAfrican countries, whereit

TETHYSIDE OROGEN ~EAST AFRICAN OROGEN ~ CORDILLERAN OROGEN
(200 Me -PRESENT) /\
(-900-550 Me)
L\\ ( 350 Me-PRESENT)

+ +

~ ~ x ~ ~A-~Z+

Figure 3 Comparison at the same scale of the size and style of the Neoproterozoic East
African Orogen with the Phanerozoic Cordilleran (Oldow et al 1989) and Tethyslde ($eng6r
1987) orogcns. For the East African Orogen, subdivision of juvenile, cratonic, and reworked
cratonic crust is based on geochronologic and radiogenic isotopic data. For Phanerozoic
orogens, distinction of craton from reworked craton is based on topography, while subdivision of reworked craton from juvenile crust is based on isotopic data ("0.706 line")
the Cordilleran and interpretation of regional geologic maps($eng6r 1987). Note that the
East African Orogenis like the Cordilleran Orogenin the abundance of juvenile crust and
like the Tethyside Orogenin manifesting the effects of continent-continent collsion.
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maybe difficult to work, or where only limited resources can be spent by
national geologic surveys on academic pursuits, no matter how important.
This situation is unlikely to improve in the near future. Nonetheless, how
and when Gondwanaland was assembled has important implications for
the evolution of the Neoproterozoic environment and Precambrian tectonics, and a summaryat this time serves to emphasize problems that
could reward further work with fundamental insights. To enliven the tale,
this review is heavily spiced with interpretation, but myintent is to present
the EAOso that both the constraints that we have and the problems that
persist are apparent. Because so manyof the fundamental questions begin
with "When?,"the story is told from beginning to end of the EAOorogenic
cycle: the beginning, arc evolution and consolidation, continental collision,
and escape tectonics. Towardsthe end, two of the more pressing unresolved
problems are outlined: Where does the EAOcontinue to the south (or
does it)?; and what happened to the EAOforelands in the north? Finally,
the implications of EAOevolution for Neoproterozoic continental reconstructions are explored.
THE

BEGINNING

The main question is, "Does the EAOmanifest a Wilson cycle orogeny?";
that is, did it begin with rifting of an earlier continental assembly7Direct
evidence for rifting maybe preserved in sedimentary successions in the
EAOthat have been interpreted as passive margin deposits in Kenya
(Vearncombe 1983, Key et al 1989, Mosley 1993) and in Sudan (Kr6ner
et al 1987). These sequences are difficult to date. Metasedimentaryrocks
from Sudan were metamorphosedto granulite facies at about 720 Ma, so
deposition must be earlier. A thick succession of multiply-deformedslopeand basinal-facies carbonates is found in northern Sudanalong the line of
the Keraf zone, and these are most readily interpreted as remnants of a
passive margin sequence (Schandelmeier et al 1993). These rocks are also
undated, but regional considerations indicate deposition prior to 750 Ma.
Argumentsfor the existence of a passive margin are clearest for Kenya.
Key et al (1989) argued that the Kenyansediments were deposited during
a period of crustal extension sometime between 840 and 770 Ma. These
sediments have been isoclinally folded, thrust, and metamorphosedto
amphibolite facies, so that their stratigraphic relationships and original
dimensions are poorly known. Nevertheless, the metasediments appear to
becomefiner as one moveseastward, and characteristic lithologies include
quartzites, semipelitic gneiss, and carbonates. These rocks often preserve
primary sedimentary structures, including ripple marks and cross-bedding
(Mosley 1993). Along strike to the south in Tanzania, Prochaska &Pohl
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(1983) interpreted Neoproterozoic amphibolite-facies mafic and ultramafic
rocks as having formed during early rifting, an interpretation that also
applies to ca. 790 Mamafic-ultramafic complexes with negative initial
eNd(t) in Madagascar (Guerrot et al 1993). [Note: eNd(t) refers to the
difference in the 143Nd/144Nd of a rock from that of the bulk earth, in parts
per 10,000, at the time of formation t. For further discussion, see DePaolo
(1988).] Vearncombe(1983) recognized facies in western Kenyaindicating
eastward transitions from continental margin to shelf and finally deep
sea conditions. Complications due to metamorphism and orogeny and
incomplete exposure along strike makeit difficult to decide whether all of
the metasediments preserved in the Kenyan sector of the EAOwere once
laterally equivalent or whether they have been juxtaposed along an intervening suture. Shackleton (1986) argued that the Kenyanophiolites are
rooted on the east side of the EAO.If this is true, then the telescoped
Kenyanmetasedimentary basin is about 400 kmwide, consistent with it
being interpreted as a passive margin.
Twopossible aulacogen-like structures (rifts extending inland from the
continental margins) are found along and west of the EAO. In southcentral Africa, the E-Wtrending Zambezibelt (Figure 2) has been interpreted as an intensely deformed aulacogen exposed at mid-crustal levels
(Hanson et al 1989). The Zambezibelt contains extensive tracts of remobilizedsialic basementstructurally overlain by thick supracrustal rocks.
Bimodal volcanics (U-Pb zircon age of 879___ 19 Ma; Wilson et al 1993,
Hansenet al 1993) inferred to record initial extension-related magmatism
are structurally overlain by clastic sediments and then, shallow marine
carbonate rocks. This sequence is interpreted by Hansonet al (1989, 1993)
to represent extension and thermal subsidence. It was metamorphosedto
amphibolite facies and penetratively deformed at about 820 Ma(Hanson
et al 1988b). Crust and structural trends of the Mesoproterozoic Irumide
belt are correlated across the Zambezibelt, apparently precluding a large
Pan-African ocean basin (Hanson et al 1988a), and supporting the
interpretation of an aulacogen [although manyworkers disagree with this
conclusion, such as Burke & Dewey(1972)]. If so, the age of 880 Mafor
rift-related volcanismimplies a similar age of rifting in the EAO.In Sudan,
the recently discovered Atmur-Delgosuture (Figure 2; Schandelmeier et
al 1993) appears to represent the third arm of a RRRtriple junction,
floored by oceanic crust. The Sm-Ndage of about 750 Maobtained from
the ophiolite (Denkler et al 1993) is a minimumage for the rifting event
in northeast Africa.
Finally, consideration of the oldest Pan-African igneous rocks in the
Arabian-Nubian Shield suggests that rift-related igneous activity began
about 880 Ma in the northern part of the EAO.There, the oldest Pan-
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African igneous rocks are a bimodal sequence of moderately high-titanium
tholeiitic basalts and subordinate rhyodacites of the Baish Group, interpreted by Reischmannet al (1984) to have been erupted in an intra-oceanic
arc setting. These, and similar volcanics in Sudan, yield single zircon
evaporation ages of 840-870 Ma (Kr6ner et al 1991, 1992a) and can
interpreted as manifesting early stages of rifting in the EAO,for the
following reasons: 1. They are compositionally similar to other rift-related
volcanic sequences in the Arabian-Nubian Shield, such as the Arbaat
Group (Abdelsalam& Stern 1993a); 2. volcanic sequences that form during
continental breakup show manyof the chemical characteristics
of arc
lavas (e.g. depletion in Nb) and typically plot in the field of arc lavas
discriminant diagrams (Wang& Glover 1992); and 3. these volcanics occur
in the Hayaterrane in Sudanand in the Asir terrane in Arabia (Figure 4),
adjacent to older crust of the Afif terrane and interbedded with pelitic and
quartzitic rocks. The TDM
age (crust formation Nd model ages; Nelson
DePaolo 1985) for one rhyolite from a similar sequence in Sudan is 1.3
Ga, indicating a significant contribution from older crust, plausibly incorporated as a result of contaminationduring the initial stages of rifting. If
this interpretation is correct, then rifting in the northern part of the EAO
occurred about 840-870 Ma, and the Asir-Haya terranes traveled as the
conjugate margin of the eastern continental fragment.
In summary, an argument can be made that the EAObegan by rifting
of a continent, beginning about 870 Ma. Rifting led to the development
of a passive margin and perhaps two aulacogen-like structures, one of
which evolved into a narrow ocean basin. The passive margin is best
preserved in the west, where it nonetheless has been multiply deformed
and metamorphosed,and is poorly developed in the east. This maybe due
to poor exposure and more intense deformation and metamorphism, or it
maybe due to the fact that the eastern margin of the EAOdeveloped later
as an Andean-type convergent margin.
The hypothesis that the EAObegan by rifting, with the implication that
a larger continental block was broken up into West Gondwanalandand,
perhaps, East Gondwanaland about 870 Ma, is consistent with global
considerations. Hoffman(1989, 1991) marshaled evidence that a supercontinent (Rodinia) formed by about 1.1 Ga. Application of the model
supercontinent cyclicity (Gurnis 1988, Veevers1990) suggests that Rodinia
should begin to break up after about 150-200 Ma. This inference is supported from the subsidence histories of some Neoproterozoic basins in
Australia, which preserve evidence for a regional rifting event at 900 Ma
(Lindsay et al 1987). Evidence that this was followed by a major episode
of sea-floor spreading is contained in the EAOophiolite record (discussed
later) and supported by the global record of 87Sr/86Sr in carbonates, which
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Figure 4 Distribution of ophiolites and terranes in the Arabian-Nubian Shield, northern
EAO.Not all of the ophiolites are shown, but the ones that are shownare drawn as close
to scale as possible. Ages (in Ma) are given in parentheses. Dotted lines showthe inferred
extensions of sutures. Terrane names are underlined.

reachesa minimum--indicating
that the seafloor hydrothermal
flux dominated over continental runoff--sometimearound800 and900 Ma(Figure
5).
OPHIOLITES, ARCS, AND THE SIZE OF THE
MOZAMBIQUE OCEAN
Whileolder ophiolites are known
fromelsewhereon Earth, the earliest
recordof abundantophiolites is preservedin the Arabian-Nubian
Shield
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time, based on studies of 87Sr/86Sr in carbonate rocks (Burke et al 1982, Veizer et al 1983,
Asmeromet al 1991). Temporal and compositional resolution decrease with increasing age.
Nonradiogenic Sr reflects high inputs of seafloor hydrothermal St, whereas radiogenic Sr
reflects high riverine runoff from old continental crust. Supercontinent cycles of Veevers
(1990) and approximate times of formation and dispersal of supercontinents
are shown;
note that the breakup of "Greater Gondwanaland" continued throughout the Paleozoic,
"Amasia" refers to the supercontinent (America plus Asia) expected to form from closure
of the Pacific. A high flux from seafloor hydrothermal activity is indicated at about 800 Ma.
The rise in seawater 87Sr/S6Sr did not begin until about 600 Ma.

(Figure 4). These occur as variably dismemberednappes associated with
suturing either betweenarc terranes or betweenthe juvenile crust of the
ANSand the palimpsest older crust to the west. Wheredated, these range
in age fromabout 880 to 690 Ma(Figure 6). Unequivocalophiolites have
not beenreportedfromsouth of Kenya(Price 1984, Ries et al 1992). Shanti
& Roobol(1979) first recognized ophiolitic nappesin the ANS,and since
that time nearly all significant ophiolitic occurenceshave beeninterpreted
as nappes (Church 1988, Abdelsalam & Stern 1993b). ANSophiolites
demonstrate two important aspects of EAOevolution: (a) that oceanic
crust formedand was partly preserved; and (b) that ophiolitic and other
nappestraveled as muchas 150 kmor more(Stern et al 1990), indicating
that horizontal transport was an importantaspect of crustal shortening.
ANSophiolites are similar to manyPhanerozoicophiolites in having a
strong "supra-subductionzone" (SSZ; Pearce et al 1984) chemical signature. These characteristics--along with the abundanceof immatureand
volcaniclastic sediments deposited on the ophiolites--indicate ANSophi-
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Figure 6 Histogram of robust ages for 10 ophiolites from Egypt and Sudan (Kr6ner et al
1992b) and Saudi Arabia (Claesson et al 1984, Pallister et al 1988).

olites for the most part formedin arc, back-arc, or fore-arc settings (Price
1984, Pallister et al 1988, Berhe 1990, Abdel Rahman1993). Judging from
the chemistry of the ophiolites and the associated sediments, we have no
ophiolites that preserve the seafloor of the "MozambiqueOcean" (Dalziel
1991) the greater ocean that may have existcd bctween East and West
Gondwanaland, perhaps 700-850 Ma. This is not surprising, because
Phanerozoic ophiolites usually come from fringing SSZ environments and
only rarely from the main ocean basin (Pearce et al 1984). This meansthat
we have no direct information about the size, age, structure, or evcn the
existence of the MozambiqueOcean. However, two lines of evidence
indicate that the MozambiqueOcean must have been a large basin: The
first comes from consideration of the implications of extensional stress
regimes at convergent margins; the second concerns the significance of
crustal growth rates.
Studies of stress regimes associated with modern convergent margins
indicate that arcs under extension--those most likely to spawn back-arc
basins--are typically those that are subducting old seafloor. This is
because an important driving force for plate motion is the excess density
of subducted lithosphere (Davies & Richards 1992). Lithospheric age and
density correlate strongly; consequently the stresses in the over-riding
plate vary from strong compression to strong extension with agc of the
subducting plate. Molnar & Atwater (1978) found that all modern Pacific
arcs that rifted to form back-arc basins subduct seafloor older than 100
Ma. This result can be used to infer from the abundanceof back-arc basin
ophiolites in the ANSthat the MozambiqueOcean was likely to have
contained seafloor that was on the order of 100 Myor older when it was
subducted. Alternatively, some ANSSSZ ophiolites may have formed in
fore-arcs, an interpretation which is supported by the local occurrence of
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boninites (A1-Shanti & Gass 1983, Reischmann 1986, Berhe 1990, Abdel
Rahman1993), in which case these ophiolites are best interpreted as
forming during subduction zone initiation (Stern & Bloomer 1992). This
also requires dense, old lithosphere within the plate to be digested. In
either case, the inference from abundant SSZophiolites indicates strong
extension in the associated convergent margin, suggesting that old seafloor
was subducted. Old seafloor requires ocean basins that are at least as old.
If seafloor spreading is continuous, age implies size. For example, given a
moderate full spreading rate of 10 cm/yr, 100 Maseafloor implies an ocean
10,000 kmwide. That the MozambiqueOcean was a large ocean basin is
the logical conclusion of this line of reasoning.
Calc-alkaline and tholeiitic plutons, lavas, pyroclastics, volcaniclastics,
and associated immature sediments make up a major portion of the upper
crust of the ANS.These are interpreted to comprise arc terranes, separated
one from the other by ophiolite-decorated suture zones which mark the
positions of fossil subduction zones (Figure 4; Vail 1985, Stoeser & Camp
1985). It has provendifficult to identify all of the components
of individual
arcs such as their accretionary prisms, fore-arc basins, or frontal arcs. The
only well-documented accretionary prism is in the A1 Amarsuture of the
eastern Arabian shield (Figure 2; A1-Shanti & Gass 1983). Blueschist
occurences have not been documented, nor have any paired metamorphic
belts been convincingly demonstrated. Nevertheless, the chemical and
isotopic compositions, largely submarine nature of the igneous and immature sedimentary rocks of the ANS, and their occurrence in ophiolitebounded terranes are most consistent with their origin in immature arcs
[but see alternative explanations of Stern et al (1991) for one volcanosedimentary belt].
Because the rock record indicates that processes of Neoproterozoic
crustal growth were similar to modernplate tectonics, the rate of growth
of Neoproterozoic continental crust may have been similar as well.
Phanerozoic continental crust formation occured at convergent margins
for the most part and is estimated to be about 1.1 km3/yr (Reymer
Schubert 1984). Several efforts have been made to estimate growth rates
over an estimated 300 Mahistory for the ANS. These estimates range
from about 20%to nearly 80%of the global Phancrozoic crustal growth
rates (Figure 7). This means that, if the assumption of similar Neoproterozoic and Phanerozoic growth rates is correct, between 20% and
80%of all Neoproterozoic crustal growth occurred in the ANS. These
estimates apply only to the Arabian-NubianShield, and the range largely
reflects the uncertainties about howmuchof this crust is juvenile. A similar
estimate can be made for the area mappedas juvenile crust in Figure 2,
i.e. the area between the limits of isotopic influence of East and West
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Gondwanaland.It is not generally recognized that much juvenile crust
exists south of Sudanand Ethiopia, but initial STSr/S6Srratios for rocks
from the EAOin Kenya and Tanzania are moderately low, with a mean
of about 0.7041 (Key et al 1989, Mabokoet al 1985). The proportion
juvenile contributions is certainly higher in the north than in the southern
EAO,but a mean of 80%juvenile contribution over the part of the EAO
shownin the stippled pattern in Figure 2 is probably conservative. These
considerations lead to an estimate of about 30%of the Phanerozoic growth
rate (I in Figure 7).
The regions mappedas remobilized craton in Figure 2 contain a sigr
nificant juvenile component.This is demonstrated by the discovery of an
ophiolite belt striking WSW
into the interior of Africa in northern Sudan
(Schandelmeier et al 1993); by the presence of ca. 560 Mabatholiths with
moderatelylow initial 87Sr/86Sr (0.705~0.706; Fullagar 1978) in the Tibesti
massif~ Libya, to the west; and by the presence of 700-850 Ma igneous
rocks to the east, with low initial 87Sr/86Sr(0.7025-0.7041;Gass et al 1990).
In manyplaces as muchas two thirds of the crust mappedas remobilized
craton may be Neoprotcrozoic juvenile contributions; nevertheless, the
crustal growth rate used here is based on a conservative 30%juvenile
addition. This estimate, plus that previously calculated, suggests that about
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Figure 7 Estimates for crustal growth rates in the Arabian-Nubian Shield indicating that
a large proportion of Neoproterozoic crutal growth occured in the northern East African
Orogen [I = 80%of volume beneath "Juvenile Crust" in Figure 2 (35 kmthick crust--6 km
thick oceanic crust + 6 kmerosion over 300 My); II = I plus 30%of volume beneath area
marked "Remobilized Craton" in Figure 2], and Modern Circum-Pacific [A - fraction of
world’s present convergent margins (Forsyth & Uyeda 1975); B = one half of A, estimated
meanfor an opening and then closing Pacific-type ocean]. The present growth rate of the
continental crust is estimated to be 1.1 km3/yr (Reymer& Schubert 1984). R&S84 = Reymer
& Schubert 1984, D&G88 = Dixon & Golombek1988, H 90 = Harris et a11990, S 92 = Sultan et al 1992a.
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65%of the Phanerozoic growth rate was responsible for the formation of
the region affected by the Pan African in Figure 3 (H in Figure 7). This
estimate is similar to the estimated growth rate of the modern circumPacific (A in Figure 7), and is considerably greater than the meancrustal
growth expected for opening (no crustal growth) and closing of a Pacificsized ocean basin (B in Figure 7). Insofar as total crustal growth is
function of the volumeof seafloor subducted, the implication is that the
MozambiqueOcean was large, perhaps comparable in size to that of the
modernPacific. These results also indicate that a disproportionately large
fraction of Neoproterozoic juvenile crust formation occurred in the EAO,
similar to the present situation in the western Pacific.
Recent crustal refraction studies indicate that ANScrust is composed
of marie lower and felsic upper crust, separated by a mid-crustal Conrad
discontinuity (Gettings et al 1986, El-Isa et al 1987, Rihmet al 1991).
Geochemicalstudies of xenoliths confirm that the lower crust is marie
(Table l) and records equilibration pressures up to 12 kbar and temperatures of 830° to 1200°C(McGuire&Stern 1993), but have not resolved
whether the marie crust is residual or cumulate. McGuire& Stern (1993)
interpret the isotopic and chemical data to indicate that the marie lower
crust formed during the Neoproterozoic, an argumentthat is supported by
isotopic studies of spinel peridotites indicating that the mantle lithosphere
beneath Arabia formed about 700 Ma(Henjes-Kunst et a11990). The ANS
lower crust preserves little evidence for the involvement of pre-existing
crustal materials, and the absence of metasedimentaryprotoliths is noteworthy; it must be juvenile. It appears that marie lower crust is a characteristic of the ANSand contrasts with the deeper crust recorded to the
south and west, where pre-Pan African crust was involved and metasedimentaryprotoliths are found. In at least two of these localities [Sabaloka ("f" in Figure 2; Kr6ner et a11987), and northeast Tanzania (Shackleton 1993)], however, there is evidence of mafic intrusion into the lower
crust during the Neoproterozoic, and similar inferences are made from
refraction studies in Kenya (KRISPWorking Party 1991).
Estimates of the composition of the ANSupper, lower, and bulk continental crust are listed in Table 1. The ANSupper crust has a composition
similar to that of the upper continental crust estimated by Taylor &
McClennan (1985). The "Bulk ANSCrust" approximates a Mg-enriched
andesite and is very similar to the estimate of the "Bulk Continental Crust"
of Taylor & McClennan(1985).
Formation and coalescence of ANSarc terranes must have predated
continental collision. Terrane accretion was completed by about 700 Ma
(Ayalewet al 1990, Pallister et al 1988, Kr6ner et al 1992b, Stern &Kr6ner
1993), except along the Urd and Al Amarsutures in the eastern part of
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Oxide

Mean
ANS UC a bWAALC

Bulk crust
cANS

Bulk continental
acrust

SiO~
TiO2

66.4
0.63

50.6
0.90

58.2
0.77

57.3
0.90

A1203
FeO*
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
P20~

14.9
4.39
3.31
4.20
4.21
1.86
0.15

16.4
9.87
8.04
10.77
3.03
0.32
0.13

15.6
7.23
5.76
7.60
3.60
1.06
0.14

15.9
9.1
5.3
7.4
3.1
1.1
--

a MeanUpperCrust of the Arabian-Nubian
Shield, cstinmtedusing 32,634points
of mapped
basementlithologies in the EasternDesertof Egypt(Stern 1979) and mean
compositionsfor various lithologies reported in Stern (1979, 1981), Abdel-Rahman
(1993),Greenberg(1981), and Nearyet al (1976).
b WeightedAverageArabianLowerCrust (McGuire&Stern 1993).
c 48.2%meanANS
UCplus 51.8 %WAALC,
relative massesestimated from crusfal
structureanddensitiesof Gettingset al (1986).
d Bulk continental crust composition(Taylor &McClennan
1985).

the Arabian shield (Figure 2) where suturing occurred between 640 and
680 Ma(Stacey et al 1984). Also, there is field evidence that the Keraf
structure in northern Sudan (Figure 4) is younger than the NE-SW
sutures
of the ANS(Schandelmeier et al 1993). Thus, suturing of the terranes
within the ANSfrom 700 to 760 Ma was followed by suturing of the ANS
composite terrane between East and West Gondwanaland, about 640 to
680 Ma.
THE COLLISION
GONDWANALAND

OF EAST

AND WEST

The EAOin Kenya and Tanzania has long been recognized as manifesting
an episode of Tibetan-style continental collision and crustal thickening
(Burke & Dewey1972). The most direct evidence for the timing of collision
between the continental blocks of East and West Gondwanaland comes
from the age of granulites exposed in the EAO.Insofar as their exposure
reveals 15-45 kmof uplift and erosion, EAOgranulites show where the
greatest thickening occurred and lead directly to inferences about where
continent-continent collision was most intense. Granulites are not found
north of central Sudan and southern Ethiopia but are commonin southern
Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi, and Mozambique.
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The lower crust of the southern EAOcontrasts with that to the north
in two fundamentalways. First, whereasthat to the north is largely intact
and lies preserved 20 or more kmdeep in the present-day crust, that of
the southern EAOcrops out as tectonic slices. Wedo not know what
composesthe present lower crust of the southern EAO,although in Kenya
the crust east of the Tanzanian craton and the East African rift is about
35 kmthick, has a well-defined Conraddiscontinuity, and contains seismic
suggestions of mafic underplating (KRISP WorkingParty 1991). Second,
whereas the lower crust of the northern EAOis marie igneous rock,
southern EAOgranulites include a variety of igneous and metasedimentary
rocks, including marbles and quartzites. These differences indicate the
different histories of the northern EAO,dominated by igneous processes
and relatively mild terrane accretion events, and that of the southern EAO,
the focus of continental collision between East and West Gondwanaland.
Twogranulite occurrences in Sudan have been dated with U-Pb zircon
techniques. At Sabaloka (locality 1, Figure 2) meta-igneous and metasedimentary protoliths were metamorphosedto granulite facies at about
710 Ma(Kr6ner et al 1987). The metasedimentary granulites retain isotopic evidence of an Archean to mid-Proterozoic provenance, while the
metamafic granulites maymanifest igneous underplating similar to that of
the ANS. Igneous bodies of charnockite, enderbite, and granite were
intruded at 740 Ma at Jebel Moya (Stern & Dawoud1991; locality 2,
Figure 2). The "Samburuan"granulite-facies thrusting and metamorphism
of Kenyais interpreted as manifesting plate collision across the N-S orogenic strike and is given an age of ~ 820 Mabased on an Rb-Sr wholerock errorchron, but this is probably partially reset (Keyet al 1989). (Note:
An errorchron is an alignment of data points on an isochron diagram
where the correspondenceof the data to a least-squares fit is worse than
that expected from analytical uncertainty alone.) The best knownEAO
granulites occur in the Eastern Granulite Complexesof Tanzania, a 900 km
long discontinuous belt of metasedimentary and meta-igneous granulites,
eclogites, metapyroxenites, meta-anorthosites, and ultramafics. These
complexesdisplay a complicated structural history, but the youngest foliation is subhorizontal and is interpreted as resulting from the development
of huge, deep crustal nappes accompanying crustal thickening due to
collision (Malisa & Muhongo1990, Shackleton 1993). U-Pb zircon ages
from the eastern granulites of Tanzania are interpreted to approximate
the time of granulite-facies metamorphismand range from 650 to 715 Ma
(Mabokoet al 1985, Coolen et al 1982). This metamorphismoccurred
8 to 13 kbar and 700 to 900°C (Coolen 1982, Mabokoet al 1989, Appel
et al 1993). It is possible that metamorphism
was related to the intrusion
of basalts deep in the crust and that someof the older granulites formed
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prior to collision (Appel et al 1993). Uplift of the granulite tcrranes may
better bracket the time of collision. This was accompaniedby hydration
and retrogression under amphibolite-facies conditions (ca. 475°-500°C),
dated using hornblende K/At and 4°Ar/S9Ar techniques at about 630 Ma
(Andriessen et al 1985, Mabokoet al 1989). The only thermochronometric
study of the EAO,for the Uluguru complex, Tanzania, has been presented
by Mabokoet al (1989). Their study indicates uplift (ca. 0.16 mm/a)
granulite formation until closure of hornblende to Ar diffusion (ca. 475°C)
at 630 + 10 Ma. Uplift then slowed to 0.05 to 0.08 mm/yruntil muscovite
closure (ca. 300°C)at 490-I- 10 Ma, with continued slow cooling and uplift
until K-feldspar closure (ca. 170-200°C), at 420~450Ma. These results
indicate that, after a tectonic crustal thickening event and granulite-facies
metamorphism, cooling followed an exponentially decaying path that is
consistent with 20 to 40 kmof isostatically-driven unroofing. There are
two other granulite belts in Tanzania: the central and western granulite
complexes. These have not been dated using U-Pb zircon techniques, and
interpretation of Rb-Sr whole-rock ages for these bodies is problematic.
Youngergranulites are found in the eastern part of the EAO.In southern
Ethiopia (locality 3 in Figure 2), Gichile (1992) describes mafic granulites
which indicate temperatures of 670-900°Cand pressures of 9 _+ 1.5 kbar.
Similar charnockites from the nearby Bergudda complex yield a U-Pb
zircon age of 545 Ma(Ayalew& Gichile 1990). The granulites of southernmost India and Sri Lanka(localities 10 and 11, Figure 2) were once thought
to be Archean and Paleoproterozoie, but have since been shown to be
Neoproterozoic, forming at 660 to 550 Ma (Burton and O’Nions 1990,
Baur et al 1991, Choudhary et al 1992). Zircon evaporation ages for
granulites from southeast Madagascar indicate granulite-facies
metamorphism at 570-580 Ma (Paquette et al 1993). These younger ages may
either indicate that a second, younger continent-continent collision
occurred in the eastern part of the EAOor that crustal thickening progressed from west to east across the collision zone.
Argumentsfor a younger age of collision between East and West Gondwanaland have been advanced. For example, Kr6ner (1993) argued that
the aforementioned granulites in southernmost India, Sri Lanka, and
Madagascarindicated collision at the end of the Neoproterozoic. Powell
et al (1993) concluded from paleomagnetic data that Gondwanalandformed
no earlier than the end of the Neoproterozoic and perhaps as late as the
mid-Cambrian. These arguments are also attractive insofoar as they are
consistent with a rapid rise in seawater 87Sr/S6Sr at the end of the Precambrian (Figure 5), but they are not consistent with the sequence
tectonic events observed along the EAO.Specifically, the consolidation of
juvenile arcs was completed by about 700 Ma, and this should predate
terminal collision by at most a few tens of millions of years. Also, it will
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be shown below that tectonic escape was underway by about 640 Ma, and
this should not have commenceduntil terminal collision was underway.
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WHERE DOES THE EAO
SOUTH’-OR
DOES IT?

CONTINUE

TO THE

To the south, there are abundant granulitic rocks in Mozambique,Malawi,
and Madagascar (Andreoli 1984). Rb-Sr geochronologic data indicate
that metamorphism and deformation in the Malawi-Mozambiqueregion
occurred about 850 to 1100 Ma (Andreoli 1981, Costa et al 1992, Pinna
et al 1993). Andreoli (1981) also reported U-Pbzircon ages of 840 and
Ma, but the commonoccurrence of cores indicates that inheritance is a
likely problem and these ages mayprovide only a maximum
age constraint.
K-Arresults indicate that this region experienced thermal resetting ~ 450
to 650 Ma(Cahen et al 1984).
If the basement of Mozambiqueand Malawi last experienced major
deformation and metamorphismabout 1 Ga, and the interpretation
that
the EAOmanifests closure of a major ocean basin is correct, then the
EAOmust continue either to the southwest through the Zambezi belt or
southeast through Madagascar and India. Some (e.g. Hoffman 1991,
Unrug 1993) argue that the Zambezi and Damaranstructures comprise
suture between East and West Gondwanaland,but I question this hypothesis for 3 reasons: 1. The Irumide orogen can be traced through and across
the Zambezibelt, indicating that continental separation either did not
occur or was minor (Hansonet al 1988b); 2. isotopic data for the Damaran
belt indicate that little juvenile crust was produced, suggesting that it
represents a collapsed intracontinental basin (Hawkesworthet al 1986);
and 3. tectonism was diachronous, with rifting beginning at 870 Main the
Zambezibelt (Wilson et al 1993, Hanson et al 1993) and at about 750
in the Damaran(Miller & Burger 1983), and thrusting beginning at about
820 Main the Zambezibelt (Hanson et al 1988b), continuing until about
550 Main the Damaranbelt (Hawkesworthet al 1986).
The EAOcould extend to the southeast, south of the multiply-deformed
rocks of Madagascar,but no likely candidate for a suture has been identified. Similarities in basementgeology betweenSouth Africa and Antarctica
led Groenewaldet al (1991) to conclude that these were a single entity
1 Ga. Hoffman (1991) made an intriguing suggestion: The Mozambique
Oceanclosed about a pivot in what is nowSouth Africa. This wouldresult
in the creation and subduction of large areas of oceanic crust in the north
but vanishingly little in the south. This modelis supported by the apparent
absence of ophiolites south of the equator, where the preserved maficultramafic complexesmanifest rifts which did not open to the dimensions
of large ocean basins (Prochaska & Pohl 1983, Guerrot et al 1993).
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The problem of the southern extension of the EAOis a first-order
unresolved question. For now, I prefer to interpret the EAOas continuing
south from Tanzania into Mozambiqueand then south along the present
Antarctica-Africa margin. The suture in Mozambiquethus may be cryptic,
with its trace plausibly defined by the N-S trending Cobu6-Geci-NkalapaLuatize thrusts and shear zones (Pinna et al 1993). The following arguments support this view:
1. Granulites from Tanzania indicate that a major suture exists, and the
strike of this suture appears to continue either southwest into the
Zambezi belt or to the south into Mozambique.The continuation into
the Zambezibelt was rejected above, leaving only the latter hypothesis.
2. Structural trends can be traced from the southern part of the Zambezi
belt southeast and then south into the western deformation front of
Mozambique(Vail 1965), suggesting contemporaneity of these two
deformations. Deformation in the Zambezi belt is dated at 820 Ma,
thus that in the western deformation front should be similar in age.
3. Structures at the deformation front, between the Kalahari Craton and
the Mozambique
belt south of the Zambezibelt, arc remarkably similar
to those described along the deformation front in Tanzania and Kenya
(compare Johnson 1968 with Hepworth & Kennerly 1970 and Sanders
1965).
WHAT HAPPENED
ARABIAN-NUBIAN

TO THE
SHIELD?

FORELANDS

OF

THE

Another important unresolved set of questions concerns the fate of the
forelands to the ANS,both to the east in Arabia and to the west in North
Africa. In both instances we have a poor understanding of the tectonic
setting in which extensive crustal remobilization occurred, and thick
Phancrozoic cover complicates the problem for Arabia. In North Africa,
there is geochronologic and isotopic evidence that extensive tracts of
continental crust existed in Mesoproterozoic and earlier times (Klerkx
Deutsch 1977, Harmset al 1990, Sultan et al 1992b). This tract has been
subjected to intense remobilization, including widespread intrusion and
anatexis, deformation, metamorphism,uplift, and erosion, to the extent
that Black &Liegois (1993) call this the "Central Saharan Ghost Craton."
It now extends from the eastern Hoggar to the Nile and from the Mediterranean to the Congocraton, covering nearly half of Africa; it is simultaneously an excellent example of cratonic reactivation and one of the
most poorly understood amongall tracts of continental crust. The situation
for Arabia is grossly similar; a large tract of remobilized Mesoproterozoic
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and older crust exists in the eastern Arabian shicld and Yemen(Figure 2),
but juvenile Neoproterozoiccrust occurs in several localities to the east in
Oman(Gass et al 1990).
The timing and cause of cratonic remobilization are presently
unresolved. Geologic studies in the region of interest in North Africa are
politically and logistically difficult, and this is compounded
by the fact that
large amountsof inheritance makeit difficult to interpret what geochronoo
logic data do exist. For example, we do not know if this ghost craton
collided with (Pin & Poidevin 1987), or is a remobilized part of (Sultan
al 1992b), the Congocraton. There are three general classes of explanations
for the remobilization: 1. convergent margin or collisional processes; 2.
e×tcnsional processes; and 3. lithospheric delamination. According to the
first class of explanations, westward-directed thrusting from the ANSled
to crustal thickening and cratonic reworking (Schandelmeier et al 1988).
A variant of this argues that at least one ocean basin and related arc
batholiths formed in the interior of North Africa (Fullagar 1978). The
second class of models has not been generally considered, but crustal
extension can remobilize very large crustal tracts, such as the Basin-andRange province of the western United States. Finally, regional Neoproterozoic lithospheric delamination has been advocated (Ashwal
Burke 1989, Black & Liegeois 1993). Inasmuch as crustal extension and
lithospheric delamination happen most readily where the lithosphere
and/or crust are warmand thickened, all three models are consistent with
early thickening of the foreland. The presence of ophiolite belts that trend
westwardinto the interior of North Africa (Stern et a11990, Schandelmeier
et al 1993) requires early extension and sea-floor spreading followed by
compressional emplacement of ophiolitic nappes. This demonstrates that
both crustal extension and collision occured in the foreland, although
the timing remains contentious. These models need to be assessed; our
understanding of EAOevolution will remain incomplete until we have a
better understanding of the cause and timing of this cratonic remobilization.
RIGID

INDENTORS

AND ESCAPE

TECTONICS

Collision along the EAOled to the developmentof strike-slip shear zones
and faults and related extensional basins, similar to those of Cenozoic
Asia. For the collision of India with Asia, Harrison et al (1992) estimate
that one third of the convergence was accomodatedby underthrusting and
a slightly smaller amountwas taken up by the lateral extrusion of Southeast
Asia. If similar processes accompanied formation of the EAO(and an
oceanic "free-face" existed), then the 20 to 40 kmof uplift recorded in
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EAOgranulites must have been accompanied by a significant episode of
"escape tectonics." Several variants of this have been proposed for the
EAO.The first was proposed by Schmidt et al (1979) to explain the Najd
fault system of Arabia (Figure 2) as the result of a continental "rigid
indentor" to the east being subducted beneath the ANSto the west. The
specific predictions of this modelfail, as pointed out by Stern (1985). Burke
& ~eng6r 0986) developed the concept of tectonic escape and applied it
to the entire EAO,implying that much of the along-strike dichotomy
resulted from the extrusion of trapped juvenile terranes from in front of
the "hard" collision between East and West Gondwanaland towards an
oceanic free-face in the north. Berhe (1990) noted that the entire EAOwas
affected by NW-SEtrending strike-slip faults and suggested that these
resulted from an oblique collision. Bonavia & Chorowicz (1992) argued
that the Tanzania craton acted as the rigid indentor, consistent with an
interpretation of an east-dipping subduction zone beneath East Gondwanaland (Shackleton 1986).
The timing of EAOterminal collision is constrained by when tectonic
escape beganand howlong it continued. Theseages also yield insights into
the kinematics of collision (for example, howlong convergence continued
between East and West Gondwanaland). Faulting and related deformation
along the Najd fault system of Saudi Arabia began about 630 Ma(Stacey
& Agar 1985) and continued until about 530 Ma (Fleck et al 1976),
indicating that collision was well underwayprior to 630 Ma, although it
is not clear howmuchearlier than this collision began. This uncertainty
is partly due to our ignorance about whether or not (and if so, howlong)
there is a lag time between collision and escape tectonics. Weare also
uncertain when, in the escape history of the EAO,the Najd and other
NW-trending sinistral shear systems formed. For example, in Kenya and
Tanzania there are N-S trending "straightening zones" (Hepworth 1967)
which fold the older nappes along isoclinal, vertical axes. This fabric
constitutes the most obvious N-S fabric of the EAOsouth of Sudan. The
straightening zones clearly post-date emplacementof the ophiolitic nappes
and preceed development of the NW-SEshear zones, but it is not clear
whether straightening zones demonstrate continued shortening of the
nappe stack or reveal the first stages in tectonic escape. In Ethiopia and
Sudan, these zones are interpreted to manifest E-Wshortening with little
strike-slip shearing (Beraki et al 1989, Miller & Dixon 1992). In Sudan,
Abdelsalam (1994) documents the evolution of a N-S zone of pure strain
into a NW-SE
oriented strike-slip fault and interprets this as the result of
progressive E-Wshortening. In Kenyaand in Arabia, similar structures
arc interpreted as sinistral shear zones (Keyet al 1989, Duncanet al 1990,
Mosley 1993).
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Regardlessof whetherthe straightening zones indicate pure or simple
shear, their ages provide an independantyoungerlimit to the time of
collision. In Sudan,deformationalong the Hamisanashear zonehas been
bracketed between610 and 660 Ma(Stern & Krfner 1993). In Kenya,two
phases of post-accretionary deformationare found that predate development of the NW-trendingstrike-slip faults: the ca. 620 MaBaragoian
and the ca. 580 MaBarsaloian events. Both Baragoian and Barsaloian
structures are characterized by upright tight folds, but the formertrend
NW-SE
to NNW-SSE
and record sinistral displacementswhereasthe latter
trend N-Sand record dextral displacements.Bothare interpreted as postcollisional ductile deformationparallel to the orogcn(Keyet al 1989).
Tectonicescape resulted in the formationof a large area of ca. 600 Ma
old rifts (Figure2), in NEEgypt(Stern 1985), in Oman
(Wrightet al 1990),
and in the Persian Gulf (Husseini & Husseini 1990). This episode
collision-related extensionled in turn to the rifting awayof somefragments
of greater Gondwanaland
and the formation of a passive marginin North
Africa and Arabia during latest Neoproterozoictime (Bondet al 1984).
The supercontinent that resulted from collision betweenEast and West
Gondwanalandmust have been significantly larger than the Gondwanalandthat persisted throughout the Paleozoic, although we do not
knowhowmuchlarger or wherethe rifted fragments are now. Thus the
discussion by Burke& ~engfr (1986) regarding whetherthe Persian Gulf
salt basins are related to oceanic closing or openingis moot:Theyare
related to both.
A better understandingof the timing and style of EAO
escape tectonics
should be a goal of future research in the East African Orogen,but for
the present synthesis the followingpoints are accepted:
1. Collision between East and West Gondwanalandinvolved the Tanzanian craton as the rigid indentor and the western flank of East
Gondwanaland
as the region of crustal thickening and plastic deformation.
2. Escapewas predominantlyto the north.
3. Escape began sometimebefore 610 Maand after 660 Maand continued
until about 530 Ma, implyingthat convergencebetweenEast and West
Gondwanaland
continuedfor 120 to 170 Myafter initial collision.
4. Tectonicescapeled to the formationof rifted basins in northeastAfrica
and Arabiawhich, in turn, led to continental separation and the formation of a passive marginon the north flank of Gondwanaland
at the
very end of the Precambrian(Husseini 1989,Brookfield1993). Thesize
and location of the rifted fragmentsare unknown
but maybe found in
central Europe, Turkey, and environs.
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These relationships are shownin Figure 8, which compares the inferred
tectonic relationships around the EAOwith that of a mirror image of the
modernIndia-Asia collision.
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SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE EAO FOR
NEOPROTEROZOIC
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC
RECONSTRUCTIONS
Several models for the evolution and disposition of the continents during
the Neoproterozoic have been advanced in the past few years (see review
by Storey 1993). The above review of the EAOprovides the following
constraints for these models:
1. The formation of the MozambiqueOcean about 800-850 Ma reflects
breakup of the Mesoproterozoic supercontinent Rodinia.
2. The abundance of ophiolites and volume of juvenile continental crust
preserved in the northern EAOindicate that this rift evolved into a
Pacific-sized "MozambiqueOcean" basin. The formation of this and
other Neoproterozoic ocean basins was responsible for the excursion
of the scawatcr Sr isotopc curvc to nonradiogenic values about 800 Ma.
3. The concentration of juvenile crust and ophiolites in the ArabianNubian Shield are consistent with Hoffman’s (1991) model that the
MozambiqueOcean closed like a fan, with a hinge in South Africa.
4. The deformation sequence--arc accretion ~ terminal collision ~ tectonic escape--indicates
that the MozambiqueOcean closed to form
Greater Gondwanaland around 640-700 Ma. The significance of the
younger (ca. 550 Ma) granulite-facies metamorphicevent of regional
extent is not understood, but the absence of associated antecedent
juvenile crust and ophiolites or subsequent escape tectonics implies that
it does not date terminal collision along the EAObetween East and
West Gondwanaland.
5. Rifting at the Neoproterozoic-Cambrian boundary followed collision
along the EAOand is related to initial disruption of Greater Gondwanaland. As Murphy& Nance (1991) emphasize, there are two episodes of supercontinent breakup during the Neoproterozoic, but both
are protracted. The first is related to disaggregation of Rodinia; the
formation of the MozambiqueOcean is related to this. Rifting of
Laurentia away from Antarctica about 750 Ma (Storey 1993) may
the last stage of this episode. The second stage of rifting begins a few
tens of millions of years after the formation of Greater Gondwanaland,
beginning at the very end of the Neoproterozoic and continuing
throughout the Paleozoic. This is the rifting episode identified by Bond
et al (1984).
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SUMMARY
Our understanding of the style and timing of collision between East and
West Gondwanaland to form the East African Orogen is incomplete, but
the general outline of this important event in Earth history is slowly
emerging. A crude model (Figure 9) embodies present understanding
this evolution. Present reconstructions of the earliest stages in the EAO
orogenic cycle may be more speculation than understanding, but initiation
by rifting of a continent is simple, logical, and consistent with the data at
hand. It is attractive
to identify this rifting as part of the breakup of
Rodinia, and we can place it in time about 850-900 Ma. In contrast, the
sequence of events that begins with sea-floor spreading and formation of
arcs and back-arc basins and continues with the accretion of these tectonic
cells into juvenile crust is coming into sharper focus, at least for the
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Arabian-NubianShield. There is good evidence that these processes were
underway as early as 870 Ma and continued until at least 690 Ma.
Assuming that modern crustal production rates are approximately valid
for the Neoproterozoic as well, the volume of juvenile crust that formed
during this interval suggests that a Pacific-sized ocean was opened and
closed. Accretion of numerousjuvenile arcs and a few older continental
fragments continued during this interval. Continental collision first led to
crustal thickening and uplift, beginning perhaps as early as 750 Mabut
certainly by 700 Ma, and continued with orogenic collapse and escape
tectonics until the end of the Precambrian. At least as far as the EAOis
concerned, this dates the consolidation of East and West Gondwanaland,
although several oceanic basins of unknowndimensions persisted within
West Gondwanaland.Crustal thickening and uplift propagated with time
eastward, now marked by zones of -,~ 550 Magranulites in southernmost
India, Sri Lanka, and Madagascar. Tectonic escape led to the development
of major rift basins in the northern EAOand environs which led directly
to sea-floor spreading and formation of a passive margin on the remnants
of Gondwanalandand the formation of an ocean basin to the north, at
about 550 Ma ago.
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